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Abstract14

When we grow older, understanding speech in noise becomes more challenging. Research has15

demonstrated the role of auditory temporal and cognitive deficits in these age-related speech-in-16

noise difficulties, beyond peripheral hearing loss. To better understand the neural mechanisms un-17

derlying these difficulties, we recruited young, middle-aged and older normal-hearing (NH) adults,18

and investigated the interplay between speech understanding, cognitive skills and neural track-19

ing of the speech envelope using electroencephalography (EEG). The stimuli consisted of natural20

speech masked by speech-weighted noise or a competing talker, presented at several subject-21

specific speech understanding levels. The results show that healthy aging resulted in a quadratic22

increase in the speech reception threshold, i.e., worse speech understanding, most pronounced for23

the competing talker. Similarly, advancing age was associated with a quadratic increase in enve-24

lope tracking with a pronounced enhancement for older adults. Additionally, envelope tracking was25

found to increase with speech understanding, and this was most apparent for older adults. Since26

the cognitive tests partly explained the variability in envelope tracking, our results support the hy-27

pothesis that enhanced envelope tracking in older adults are the result of the activation of a larger28

number of brain regions for processing speech, compared to younger adults. From a cognitive per-29

spective, this could reflect the inefficient use of cognitive resources, often observed in behavioral30

studies. Interestingly, the opposite effect of age was found for auditory steady state responses at31

low modulation frequencies, suggesting a complex interplay of different neural mechanisms with32

advancing age.33
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New & Noteworthy39

We measured neural tracking of the speech envelope across the adult lifespan and found a40

quadratic increase in envelope tracking with age. Using a more ecologically valid approach than41

auditory steady state responses, we found that young, older as well as middle-aged normal-42

hearing adults showed an increase in envelope tracking with speech understanding. Moreover,43

this association appeared to be stronger for older adults.44
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Introduction45

Although people live longer, the rapid aging of the world population has also major implications for46

the society such as the increased need for specialized health care (United Nations, 2017). One of47

the major burdens that adults over 60 years old typically experience is the increased difficulty to48

communicate, especially in situations with background noise (World Health Organization, 2015).49

Since speech-in-noise problems can result in social isolation and an increased risk for cognitive50

impairment such as dementia (Wayne and Johnsrude, 2015; Goman and Lin, 2018), it is important51

to develop adequate, auditory diagnostic tests and rehabilitation strategies to cope with this.52

Currently, hearing aids are the most well known rehabilitation devices to handle these speech-53

in-noise difficulties. Although they can compensate for the typical decreased audibility in the high54

frequencies by amplifying the signal, it has been demonstrated that they do not fully restore speech55

understanding (Tremblay et al., 2003). In addition, it has been shown that the difficulties for older56

compared to younger adults, are more pronounced for speech embedded in a competing talker57

than for maskers such as stationary speech-weighted noise (Goossens et al., 2017; Helfer and58

Freyman, 2014). Hence, a growing body of research supports the role of additional factors under-59

lying speech understanding problems beyond age-related hearing loss (CHABA, 1988; Humes et60

al., 2012; Martin and Jerger, 2005). As competing speech contains silent gaps, age-related tempo-61

ral processing deficits have been suggested to play a role in speech-in-noise difficulties (Füllgrabe62

et al., 2015; Hopkins and Moore, 2011; Helfer and Vargo, 2009). Additionally, it is known that63

competing speech not only results in a spectro-temporal overlap, i.e., energetic masking, but also64

requires high-level cognitive processes to inhibit the masker. It is therefore not surprising that sev-65

eral studies have demonstrated an association between the age-related decline of cognitive func-66

tions and the increased difficulty on speech-in-noise tests (Janse and Jesse, 2014; Janse, 2012;67

Cahana-Amitay et al., 2015; Desjardins and Doherty, 2013; Füllgrabe et al., 2015; Gordon-Salant68

and Cole, 2016).69

Whether the increased difficulty with informational maskers with advancing age is purely due to70

a deficient temporal processing or age-related cognitive decline, is difficult to examine, as these71

are closely intertwined (CHABA, 1988; Martin and Jerger, 2005; Humes et al., 2012). Although a72
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combination of these factors and peripheral hearing loss are likely to underlie most speech under-73

standing problems, more insight is still needed into the specific contribution of each factor. Different74

techniques can be used to disentangle these factors (reviews of Pichora-fuller and Souza, 2003,75

and Humes et al. (2012)). The most common and appropriate way is recruiting persons across76

the lifespan with audiometric thresholds within the normal range and screening them for cogni-77

tive impairment. In spite of this design, it remains very difficult to disentangle these factors when78

only administering behavioral tests (Humes et al., 2012; Schoof and Rosen, 2014). Therefore, a79

growing body of research is using objective techniques to investigate the neural changes of aging80

related to speech processing, which cannot be predicted from the audiogram.81

With advancing age, anatomical changes occur along the whole auditory pathway, from the spiral82

ganglion neurons, mid brain up to the auditory cortex (Kraus and Anderson, 2013; Peelle and83

Wingfield, 2016; Cardin, 2016). Additionally, functional changes have been found such as the loss84

of connectivity between cortical brain regions and increased bilateral activity in regions outside85

the core speech processing network (Peelle et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2008;86

Cabeza, 2002). Since speech processing is a rapid, time-varying phenomenon, methods with a87

high time resolution, such as magneto- and electroencephalography (MEG and EEG), are required88

to accurately investigate this (Lopes da Silva, 2013). In recent years, studies using MEG or EEG89

have consistently shown a decrease in the amplitude of responses that are mainly generated in90

the brain stem with advancing age (Bidelman et al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2012; Presacco et al.,91

2016b; Goossens et al., 2016; Leigh-Paffenroth and Fowler, 2006). For the cortex on the other92

hand, no general consensus has been found yet. In most research, higher response amplitudes93

have been observed during the presentation of non-speech sounds or short syllables (Bidelman94

et al., 2014; Sörös et al., 2009; Tlumak et al., 2015). Goossens et al. (2016) for example, found95

higher amplitudes for 4 Hz auditory steady-state responses (ASSRs) in normal-hearing (NH) older96

than young and middle-aged adults. Similarly, increased neural speech envelope tracking has97

been found for NH older adults (Presacco et al., 2016b). In contrast, studies have also shown a98

decrease in neural tracking of frequency modulated (FM) stimuli with advancing age (Henry et al.,99

2017) or no change for 20 Hz ASSRs (Goossens et al., 2016; Leigh-Paffenroth and Fowler, 2006;100

Grose and Mamo, 2010).101
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These controversial results are likely to be due to methodological differences. Researchers have102

been using different techniques but also diverse types of sounds such as clicks, frequency or ampli-103

tude modulated tones. Only recently, single-trial paradigms were used to measure neural tracking104

of the envelope of a continuous speech stimulus to study the processing of natural speech in noise105

(Kong et al., 2015; Ding and Simon, 2012; O’Sullivan et al., 2015; Das et al., 2016). To our knowl-106

edge, only one study has used a similar approach to investigate the effect of age. Presacco et107

al. (2016b) presented two stories to a group of young (18-27 years) and a group of older (61-73108

years) NH listeners and instructed them to attend to one talker and ignore the other. The stories109

were presented at different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs: quiet, +3, 0, -3 and -6 dB SNR). To mea-110

sure the cortical tracking of the envelope, the envelope of the attended talker was reconstructed111

from MEG responses. Based on the correlation between the actual speech envelope and the re-112

constructed envelope, it was found that older adults had an enhanced cortical representation of113

the attended speech envelope compared to their younger counterparts. According to the authors,114

these results suggest a possible imbalance between inhibitory and excitatory processes or the loss115

of connections between different brain regions.116

The benefit of the approach used by Presacco et al. (2016b) is that the stimulus closely resembles117

daily life speech and is only presented once, in a single-trial paradigm. Therefore, it is more eco-118

logically valid than objective measures based on the responses to repeated, short, artificial stimuli,119

such as auditory brain stem responses (ABRs), cortical evoked responses or ASSRs. Additionally,120

envelope tracking measures can be used to objectively evaluate a person’s speech understanding121

as there is ample evidence that the envelope is an important cue for speech perception (Shan-122

non et al., 1995; Drullman et al., 1994) and studies have shown an increase in neural envelope123

tracking with increasing speech understanding for young NH participants (Ding and Simon, 2013;124

Vanthornhout et al., 2018; Kong et al., 2015; Peelle et al., 2013).125

The present study was designed to further investigate the effect of age on neural envelope tracking126

and speech understanding in young, middle-aged and older NH adults by measuring envelope127

tracking using a single-trial and more ecologically valid method than ASSRs. Firstly, we expect,128

based on the results of Presacco et al. (2016b), to find enhanced envelope tracking with advancing129

age. In contrast to Presacco et al. (2016b), who compared MEG-responses of two extreme age130
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groups, we also included middle-aged NH adults as it has been shown that speech understanding131

(Goossens et al., 2017; Helfer and Freyman, 2014) and cognitive function (Vercammen et al., 2016;132

Singh-Manoux et al., 2012) start to decrease from 45-50 years on. Secondly, we further extend133

the findings of Presacco et al. (2016b) by directly investigating the association between speech134

understanding and envelope tracking. Similarly to a recent study of Vanthornhout et al. (2018)135

conducted in young NH adults, we hypothesize to also find an increase in envelope tracking with136

speech understanding for middle-aged and older NH adults. To investigate this, participants are137

instructed to recall standardized sentences out loud during the EEG-recording. This way a more138

direct association between envelope tracking and speech understanding is ensured compared to139

previous studies in which neural responses are related to ratings or behavioral scores obtained140

before or after the EEG-recording (Ding and Simon, 2013; Vanthornhout et al., 2018; Anderson et141

al., 2011; Goossens et al., 2018). Additionally, we not only presented sentences at highly intelligible142

fixed SNRs as Presacco et al. (2016b), but also presented the stimuli at several subject-specific143

SNRs to ensure a range of different speech understanding levels for each individual.144

Material and Methods145

Participants146

To investigate the effect of age beyond age-related hearing loss and cognitive impairment, middle-147

aged and older adults were recruited through a screening across Flanders, Belgium. Adults with148

normal hearing in both ears were recruited, with no indication of cognitive impairment or learning149

disability. From the 84 adults aged older than 44 years, only 40 persons met the inclusion criteria.150

This was not unexpected since hearing declines from 40 years on, especially in men (Moore et151

al., 2014; International Organization for Standardization, 2000). Additionally, persons were also152

excluded when a lower score than 26/30 was obtained on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment153

(MoCA; Nasreddine et al., 2005). Lastly, the medical history and the presence of learning disabili-154

ties were questioned because serious concussions, medication used to treat for example insomnia155

(Van Lier et al., 2004) as well as learning disabilities such as dyslexia are known to affect brain156
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responses (Power et al., 2016; Poelmans et al., 2012; De Vos et al., 2017).157

After screening, a total of 47 participants (11 men and 36 women) participated in the study. Their158

age ranged from 17 until 82 years (histogram of ages, see figure 1). All participants had Flemish159

as their mother tongue and were normal hearing in both ears (thresholds from 125 until 4000 Hz160

lower or equal to 30 dB HL; figure 2). A symmetrical hearing was ensured based on the criteria161

derived from the AMCLASS algorithm of Margolis and Saly (2008). Lastly, we examined the hand-162

edness and ear preference of our participants using a Flemish, modified version of the laterality163

preference inventory of Coren (1993) to choose the stimulation ear. This study was approved by164

the Medical Ethics Committee UZ KU Leuven / Research (reference no. S57102 (Belg. Regnr:165

B322201422186) and S58970 (Belg. Regnr: B322201629016)). All participants gave their written166

informed consent, and were paid for their participation if they were older than 35 years.167
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Figure 2: Median air conduction thresholds (in dBHL) of young, middle-aged and older participants.

Error bars indicate the interquartile range.

Stimuli168

For the behavioral and EEG experiment, we used the same target stimuli and maskers. Moreover,169

we presented Matrix sentences as well as a story to the participants because the structure of170

the Matrix sentences does not resemble daily life communication. Two maskers were chosen as171

previous studies have shown that the effect of age can be more detrimental for competing talkers172

than for purely energetic maskers. In addition to these stimuli, two other stimuli were used in the173

present study. Firstly, a story was presented to train the linear decoder used to reconstruct the174

speech envelope from the EEG (see Signal processing). Secondly, tone pips were presented to175

evaluate the effect of age on the responses to non-speech stimuli and to investigate if a similar176

effect of age can be found compared to responses to speech stimuli (see EEG experiment).177
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Target stimuli178

In this study, we used the Flemish Matrix sentence test (Luts et al., 2014) to evaluate a participant’s179

speech understanding behaviorally. The Matrix sentence test consists of 13 lists of 20 sentences180

where each sentence has a fixed syntax structure of 5 word categories “name, verb, numeral, color181

and object” (e.g. “Lucas draagt twaalf paarse boten” (“Lucas carries twelve purple boats”)). During182

the test, participants are instructed to recall the heard sentence using a 5 x 11 matrix containing 10183

possibilities for each word of the sentence as well as the option to give no answer. The percentage184

of correctly recalled words is used as a measure for speech understanding.185

Although theMatrix sentences are translated into different languages to evaluate a person’s speech186

understanding, the structure of these sentences does not resemble daily life communication. To get187

more insight in daily life speech understanding, we chose to also present commercial recordings188

of stories to our participants similar to studies investigating the cocktail party phenomenon (e.g.189

O’Sullivan et al., 2015; Das et al., 2016; Ding and Simon, 2012). The story that we used in this190

study is “De Wilde Zwanen” by Hans Christian Andersen, narrated by a female, Flemish talker and191

was 28 minutes long. The Story was set to the same root mean square level and spectrum as the192

Matrix sentences and silences were shortened to a maximum duration of 200 ms based on the193

results of a previous study (Decruy et al., 2018).194

Maskers195

To investigate how envelope tracking is affected by speech understanding, several levels of speech196

understanding were created by adding background noise. As shown before by Goossens et al.197

(2017) and Helfer and Freyman (2014), competing speech can have a more detrimental effect198

on speech understanding with advancing age compared to speech-weighted noise. As competing199

speech contains silent gaps, the listener could reconstruct the target more easily and achieve better200

speech understanding compared to a stationary masker (Festen and Plomp, 1990; Francart et al.,201

2011; Koelewijn et al., 2012). However, this potential benefit depends on the temporal processing202

ability of the listener which appears to deteriorate with healthy aging (Desjardins and Doherty,203

2013; Füllgrabe et al., 2015). To investigate this, we examined the effect of both a stationary204
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speech-weighted noise (SWN) and a competing talker (CT) on speech understanding in the present205

study. For the Matrix sentences as well as the Story, we created a SWN which had the same long-206

term-average spectrum as the target stimulus. This resulted in optimal spectral masking, also207

called energetic masking. For the informational masker, we used a second story, “Bianca en Nero”208

by Béatrice Deru-Renard which was narrated by a male, Flemish talker in contrast to our target209

stimulus. Similar to the target Story, the silences of the CT were shortened to 200 ms and the210

spectrum as well as the root mean square level were matched to the those of the target stimulus.211

Set-up212

Environment213

In a first session, the behavioral experiments were conducted at the research group ExpORL from214

the KU Leuven or at home. For all participants, the second session took place at the research215

group to record the EEG in a triple-walled, soundproof booth, equipped with a Faraday cage to216

avoid electromagnetic interference.217

Auditory stimulation218

For the auditory stimulation, we used a laptop connected to a RME Hammerfall DSP Multiface II or219

RME Fireface UC soundcard (RME, Haimhausen, Germany), running the software platform APEX220

(Dept. Neurosciences, KU Leuven) (Francart et al., 2008). The target speech stimuli were pre-221

sented monaurally through ER-3A insert phones (Etymotic Research, Inc., IL, USA) at an intensity222

of 55 dB SPL (A weighted). For all participants except one, stimuli were presented to the right ear.223

The maskers, SWN or CT, were presented to the same ear as the target stimulus and their levels224

were adjusted according to the chosen SNR. Before administering the experiments, all stimuli were225

first calibrated with a type 2260 sound level pressure meter, a type 4189 half-inch microphone and226

a 2cc coupler (Bruel & Kjaer, Copenhagen, Denmark).227
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EEG recording228

To record the EEG, we used a BioSemi ActiveTwo system (Amsterdam, Netherlands), with 64 ac-229

tive Ag/AgCl electrodes and two extra electrodes, serving as the common electrode (CMS) and230

current return path (DRL), respectively. Electrodes were mounted in head caps containing elec-231

trode holders placed according to the 10-20 electrode system. The EEG recordings were digitized232

at a sampling rate of 8192 Hz and stored on a hard disk using the BioSemi ActiView software.233

Experimental procedures234

After screening, all participants first completed the behavioral experiment in which speech under-235

standing in noise was evaluated for two speech materials, Matrix and Story, and two maskers,236

SWN and CT. The outcome of the speech-in-noise test was not only used to assess the effect237

of age on speech understanding but also to determine equivalent speech understanding levels238

across participants for the EEG experiment. In addition, two cognitive tasks were administered to239

investigate the contribution of working memory and inhibition. Finally, EEG was used to measure240

neural envelope tracking and get insight into the interplay between age, speech understanding and241

envelope tracking. An overview of the main procedures is depicted in figure 3.242

Speech understanding in noise: behavioral experiment243

During the Matrix sentence test, participants were instructed to recall sentences. An adaptive244

procedure was chosen to converge as quickly as possible to the speech reception threshold (SRT;245

SNR at which 50% speech understanding is achieved). For this test, the procedure of Brand and246

Kollmeier (2002) was used to adapt the level of the masker (Luts et al., 2014). To avoid confounds247

of procedural learning, two training lists of each 20 sentences were first administered. The Matrix248

sentences were presented in both SWN and CT and the order of presenting first SWN or CT was249

randomized across participants. The SRT was defined as the last SNR presented in a list of 20250

sentences.251

After the Matrix sentence test, we administered an adapted version of the self-assessed Békesy252
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procedure (Decruy et al., 2018) to create equivalent speech understanding levels for the Story used253

during the EEG experiment. During this procedure, participants were provided with a scale from 0254

to 100% to rate their speech understanding. Based on these ratings, the level of the masker was255

adapted until the procedure converged to the SRT. The procedure was administered at least twice256

and the SRT was determined as the average of the last presented SNR of these two runs. When257

the outcome of a run differed more than 3 dB with the previous, a third run was administered. In258

this case, the average of the last presented SNR of the second and third run was used as the SRT259

in order to exclude procedural learning effects.260

To ensure comparable understanding levels for Matrix and Story as well as to avoid the confounds261

of rating biases, we used the difference in SRT between Matrix and Story on the self-assessed262

Békesy procedure (Decruy et al., 2018), further described as “Békesy procedure”, as an adjust-263

ment value. Consequently, the Story adjustedSRT per participant was calculated by subtracting264

this adjustment value from the SRT on the Matrix test (Figure 3). In the beginning of the study,265

the Békesy procedure was only administered in the presence of SWN. However, during the EEG266

recording of the first participants (13/47), we noticed that the difference in SRT between Matrix267

and Story was substantially larger when using CT as masker (i.e., more than two times the differ-268

ence in SWN). Hence, for the remaining participants, the Békesy procedure was administered for269

both maskers. The Story adjustedSRT was first calculated based on the results in SWN and if the270

difference between Matrix and Story was substantially larger for CT compared to SWN, the Story271

adjustedSRT was adapted. While this led to differences across participants in the determination of272

the adjustment value, we do not believe that this influenced our results as we analyzed envelope273

tracking in function of the exact speech understanding percentages calculated or rated during the274

EEG experiment.275
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Matrix sentence test

Matrix SRT 

Behavioral experiment EEG experiment

Self-assessed Békesy procedure

Recall Matrix sentences / Listen to Story

Matrix rate SRT

Story rate SRT

adjustment value

X SWN 
X CT

X SWN 
X CT

Matrix SRT

Story adjustedSRT

X SWN 
X CT

X 5 SNR conditions

X 5 SNR conditions

Story adjustedSRT =
Matrix SRT - adjustment value

Figure 3: An overview of the main experiments conducted during the behavioral and EEG experi-

ment.

Envelope tracking and cortical responses to tone pips: EEG experiment276

For each participant, we started the EEG experiment with the tone pips. The tone pips were created277

using a sinusoid with a carrier frequency of 500 Hz and a total duration of 21 ms (4 ms on- and off-278

ramps). With an inter stimulus interval of 500 ms, repeating these tone pips resulted in a repetition279

frequency of approximately 1.92 Hz. In total, 250 tone pips were presented to each participant at280

an intensity of 90 dBpeSPL. After the tone pips, one block of the Matrix and one of the Story were281

presented, within each block all the different SNR conditions per masker (see table 1). Next, the282

story “Milan” that lasts 12 minutes and is written and narrated by Stijn Vranken, was presented283

without masker to have an optimal condition to create a linear decoder (see Signal Processing),284

followed by the remaining two blocks of the Matrix and Story. The order of the Matrix and Story285

was quasi-randomized across participants as well as the order of the maskers. For example, when286

the Matrix sentences were presented first in SWN, CT was used to mask the Story that preceded.287

Alternating the maskers kept the participants motivated.288
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Procedure for Matrix and Story289

During the EEG experiment, the participants were seated in a comfortable chair. Participants were290

asked to recall the Matrix sentences out loud, trial-by-trial similar to the behavioral test. This way,291

their speech understanding score per condition could be determined and directly associated to292

the EEG responses. For the Story, persons were asked to actively listen and answer a question293

about the content to keep them alert. In addition, participants were also asked to rate their speech294

understanding for both Matrix and Story using the same scale as for the Békesy procedure. Based295

on the percentage correctly repeated words for the Matrix sentences, a direct association between296

envelope tracking and speech understanding could be investigated. For the Story, we adjusted297

the ratings of the participants by adding the difference score between the percentage correctly298

repeated words and the rated percentage for the Matrix sentences, per masker condition.299

Table 1: Overview of the different Matrix and Story conditions for both maskers, presented during

the EEG experiment (e.g. SNR at which a speech understanding (SU) score of 20% should be

achieved: 20% SU). To avoid rating bias, we created the Story adjustedSRT (Figure 3).

SWN CT

SNR Matrix Story Matrix Story

20% SU SRT-3 dB adjustedSRT-3 dB SRT-4 dB adjustedSRT-4 dB

50% SU SRT adjustedSRT SRT adjustedSRT

80% SU SRT+3 dB adjustedSRT+3 dB SRT+4 dB adjustedSRT+4 dB

95% SU SRT+6 dB adjustedSRT+6 dB SRT+8 dB adjustedSRT+8 dB

fixedSNR No noise No noise 0 dB SNR 0 dB SNR

As shown in table 1, we presented the Matrix sentences and Story at different specific SNRs to300

obtain a speech understanding score which could be directly associated to envelope tracking. We301

created four subject-specific SNR levels by lowering and raising the individual Matrix and Story302

adjustedSRT by one or two times 3 dB. This way, we could create equivalent, subject-specific303

speech understanding levels which covered the psychometric function of each individual (20%,304

50%, 80%, 95% speech understanding). As can be inferred from table 1, a larger step size of 4305

dB was used for CT since using fluctuating maskers results in less steeply psychometric functions306
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compared to stationarymaskers (Francart et al., 2011; Macpherson andAkeroyd, 2014). In addition307

to the subject-specific SNRs, two fixed SNRs across participants were presented. In the block308

where CT was the masker, we presented the target and competing talker at the same level, in309

other words, 0 dB SNR. In the SWN block, the target talker was also presented without any masker310

(No noise). For the Matrix sentences, a list of 20 sentences with a duration of 1.5 to 2.5 s per311

sentence was presented per SNR while the Story of 28 minutes was divided in 2 blocks of each312

5 equal parts of approximately 3 minutes. Taken together, each participant completed for both313

the Matrix sentences and Story, 2 blocks representing the two maskers, which each consists of 5314

conditions (i.e., 4 subject-specific SNRs + fixed SNR). The order of the SNRs within each block315

was randomized across participants.316

Signal processing317

All signal processing analyses were done off-line, using MATLAB R2016b.318

Envelope reconstruction319

In this study, we measured neural tracking of the speech envelope by calculating the correlation320

between the actual, acoustic speech envelope and the reconstructed envelope from the EEG re-321

sponse.322

First, the speech envelope was extracted according to Biesmans et al. (2016) i.e., filtering the323

target speech stimulus using a Gammatone filterbank followed by a power law (Søndergaard and324

Majdak, 2013; Søndergaard et al., 2012). To decrease processing time, the acoustic envelope was325

downsampled in a first step from 48000 Hz to 256 Hz. Then a type 2, zero-phase Chebyshev filter326

(80 dB attenuation at 10% of the passband) from 1 up to 8 Hz was applied to the envelope. Finally,327

after filtering, the speech envelope was further downsampled to 128 Hz.328

Similar to the acoustic envelope, the EEG data was first downsampled from 8192 Hz to 256 Hz.329

Next, a generic EEG artifact removal algorithm based on the multi-channel Wiener filter (MWF) was330

applied on the EEG-data (Somers et al., 2018). More specifically, the MWF was trained based on331

the data from the story “Milan” and then applied on the target stimuli, the Matrix sentences and story332

“De Wilde Zwanen”. After artifact removal, the EEG-signals were re-referenced to the average of333
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the 64 channels. Then the data was bandpass filtered using the Chebyshev filter similar to the334

acoustic envelope and downsampled to 128 Hz.335

To measure neural envelope tracking, we used the stimulus reconstruction approach described336

by Vanthornhout et al. (2018). More specifically, the reconstructed envelope ŝ(t) was obtained by337

applying a linear decoder on EEG signals. This decoder is a spatiotemporal filter that linearly com-338

bines the EEG signals of the different channels and their time shifted versions to optimally recon-339

struct the envelope. Mathematically, this can be formulated as follows: ŝ(t) =
∑

n

∑
τ g(n, τ)R(t +340

τ, n), with t the time ranging from 0 to T, n the index of the recording electrode ranging from 1 to 64341

and τ the post-stimulus integration window length. We chose an integration window from 0 until342

500 ms as it is shown that older adults have delayed responses (Tremblay et al., 2003; Presacco343

et al., 2016b; Anderson et al., 2012). The decoder was created using the mTRF toolbox (Lalor et344

al., 2006, 2009). More specifically, the weights of the decoder were determined in a training phase345

by applying ridge regression on the inverse autocorrelation matrix: g = (RRT )−1(RST ) with R as346

the time-lagged matrix of the EEG signal and S the speech envelope. The decoder g was trained347

for each participant on the story “Milan” and contained a matrix of 64 (EEG channels) x 65 (time348

delays; 500 ms) elements.349

After training, a subject-specific decoder was applied on the EEG-data of the Matrix sentences and350

the story “De Wilde Zwanen”. The reconstructed envelope was calculated for each condition, i.e.,351

each SNR, and then correlated with the actual envelope using the bootstrapped Spearman corre-352

lation by conducting a Monte Carlo sampling (Vanthornhout et al., 2018). A significance level of353

the correlation was calculated by correlating random permutations of the actual and reconstructed354

envelope (1000 times) and taking percentile 2.5 and 97.5 to obtain a 95% confidence interval.355

Tone pips356

The ASSRs evoked by the tone pips were analyzed as follows (Picton et al., 1987; Van Eeck-357

houtte et al., 2018; Vercammen et al., 2017; Goossens et al., 2016). First the EEG signal was358

re-referenced to the average of the 64 channels, high-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 0.5359

Hz and segmented in epochs of 0.521s, containing exactly one presentation of the tone pip. To360

remove artifacts, 5% of the epochs containing the largest peak to peak amplitudes were rejected.361
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Next, denoising source separation (DSS) was applied using the epoched EEG data as input. DSS362

is an algorithm based on principal component analysis which designs a spatial filter that separates363

neural activity into stimulus-related and stimulus-unrelated components, based on a criterion of364

stimulus-evoked reproducibility (de Cheveigné and Simon, 2008). After applying DSS on the raw,365

filtered unepoched data, the EEG data was segmented again, but now in epochs of ± 2 s to en-366

sure a good frequency resolution. In addition, artifacts were removed again by rejecting 5% of the367

epochs containing the largest peak to peak amplitudes before transforming the epochs into the368

frequency domain. A one-sample Hotelling T2 test (with α = 0.05, Gransier et al., 2017; Hofmann369

and Wouters, 2012; Hotelling, 1931), was used to determine if the response amplitude differed370

significantly from the non-synchronized neural background activity (EEG noise). For our statistical371

analysis, we used the normalized SNR to one second as a measure for the size of the ASSR:372

SNR(dB) = 10 × log10(
P(S+N)

PN
totalseconds) with PN reflecting the power of the non-synchronized neural373

activity and P(S+N) reflecting the total power of the synchronized neural response to the tone pip374

and EEG noise in the frequency bin of interest (1.92 Hz).375

Cognitive tests376

The Flemish computerized version of the Reading Span Test (RST; Vercammen et al., 2016;377

van den Noort et al., 2008) and the paper version of the Stroop Test (Hammes, 1978) were used378

to evaluate working memory and inhibition. Although our participants were screened for cognitive379

impairment using the MoCA, studies have reported that even in a healthy aging population, cogni-380

tive function declines with age (Humes et al., 2012) and may be associated with increased cortical381

envelope tracking (Presacco et al., 2016a).382

To assess working memory, participants were seated in front of a computer screen where a sen-383

tence was visually presented. Three sets of 20 sentences were administered, containing each 5384

randomized subsets of 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 sentences (Vercammen et al., 2016). The participants were385

instructed to read the sentences out loud. After reading a subset, the participants were asked to re-386

call as many as possible of the sentence-final words of the previous subset. Additionally, they were387

also motivated to pay attention to the meaning of the sentences by asking three content questions.388
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The scores on the latter task were not included in their final score on 60 for the RST (Vercammen389

et al., 2016).390

Lastly, a paper version of the Stroop Test (Hammes, 1978) was used to assess inhibition. Partici-391

pants were presented three cards of which each card contained 10 rows of each 10 elements. On392

the first card, the color names “red, green, yellow and blue” were printed multiple times in black ink.393

Participants had to read these words as accurate and fast as they could, while their response time394

was recorded. On the second card, rectangles were presented in the same colors and participants395

had to name the color. As no inhibition was needed, this is called the congruent task. Lastly, a396

third, incongruent, card was presented where the color names were printed in a different color than397

it’s meaning, e.g. the word “blue” colored red. The goal was to name the color of the words while398

inhibiting reading the words. The score on this test was calculated as the difference in response399

time (in seconds) between the third and second card. For means of visualization and interpretation400

of the results, the Stroop results will be analyzed by subtracting the difference score from the value401

“60” which is also the maximum score that can be obtained on the RST.402

Statistical analysis403

The statistical analyses were conducted using R software (version 3.4.4; nlme package - version404

3.1-131.1; Field et al. (2012); Pinheiro et al. (2017)). The effect of age on the SRT and envelope405

tracking was analyzed using Linear Mixed-effect Models (LMMs) as we collected multiple measure-406

ments per participant (e.g. two masker conditions) and these models can handle missing data well407

(the data of this study contains 7 missing data points; Baayen et al., 2008). The fixed-effect part408

of the LMMs consisted of the predictors of interest whereas the random-effect part included the409

variable participant, nested in one of the repeated measures predictors if this improved the model’s410

fit. Since no repeated measurements were conducted for the tone pips and cognitive tasks, the411

effect of age on these responses/scores was analyzed using Linear Fixed-effect Models (LFMs).412

All models were fitted using the maximum likelihood estimation.413

The best fitting model was determined by first progressively introducing multiple fixed-effects and414

corresponding interactions. Then, the different models were compared using likelihood ratio tests415
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and Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974). The best fitting model served as starting416

point for the evaluation of the contribution of other predictors until the final best fitted model was417

determined. Significant main and interaction effects of the final model are discussed in the results418

section by reporting the unstandardized regression coefficient (β) with standard error (SE), t-Ratio419

and p-value per fixed-effect term. In all models, the predictors speech understanding and age were420

considered as continuous variables. To clearly visualize the interactions for envelope tracking at421

subject-specific SNRs, age was not plotted as a continuous variable in figure 5. Instead, three422

example regression lines representing a young (28), middle-aged (50) and older (71) person were423

fitted on the data. As the decline in auditory temporal processing is closely intertwined with the424

decrease in cognitive abilities with advancing age, we also used LMM’s to assess if cognition425

has an additional effect on speech understanding in noise and envelope tracking, beyond age. A426

significance level of α = 0.05 was set for all the models unless otherwise stated (e.g. correction for427

multiple comparisons using the method of Holm, 1979).428

Results429

In this section, we first report the results of the behavioral speech understanding in noise experi-430

ment. Then, we investigate the association between speech understanding and envelope tracking,431

and the effect of age on envelope tracking and tone pip responses. Finally, we analyse the effect432

of age on cognition and the interplay between age, cognition, speech understanding in noise, and433

envelope tracking.434

Speech understanding in noise435

To assess the influence of age and masker on speech understanding in noise, we analyzed the436

SRTs of all participants obtained during the behavioral experiment. We can infer from figure 4 and437

the best fitted LMM that the SRT increased quadratically with advancing age (p = 0.04; table 2).438

In addition to this, our participants achieved a significantly lower, better SRT for CT compared to439

SWN (p < 0.001; table 2). Besides these main effects, we also detected a significant interaction440
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between age and the type of masker, indicating a steeper increase in SRTwith advancing age when441

CTwas used as masker compared to SWN (p = 0.02; table 2). We noticed after data collection that442

12/47 participants completed the behavioral experiment with stimuli (both masker and target) with443

maximal silence gaps of 300 instead of 200 ms. When running the analyses with the exclusion of444

these participants, the same effects remained significant.445
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Figure 4: The speech reception threshold (SRT) for two masker types: speech-weighted noise

(SWN) and a competing talker (CT) across the adults lifespan. Two regression lines with confi-

dence intervals (shaded areas) were fitted on the data and indicate a quadratic increase of the

SRT with advancing age, for both masker types. A significantly steeper slope was found for the

SRT in function of age when CT was used as masker compared to SWN (see table 2).

Table 2: Linear Mixed-effect Model: The effect of age and masker on the speech reception thresh-

old. Regression coefficients (β values), standard errors, t-Ratios and p-values are reported per

fixed-effect term.

Fixed-effect terms β value SE t-Ratio p-value

Intercept(for SWN) -7.55 1.62 -4.67 < 0.001

Age -0.102 0.0709 -1.44 0.16

Age2 0.00167 7.74e-04 2.16 0.04

Masker -14.3 1.05 -13.7 < 0.001

Age:Masker 0.0494 0.0202 2.44 0.02
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Envelope tracking and cortical ASSRs to tone pips446

In the first section, the statistical analysis regarding the association between speech understanding447

and envelope tracking is presented using the results obtained during the EEG experiment. Next,448

the results regarding the effect of age are reported. First of all, we focus on the influence of age449

on envelope tracking for the fixed, high intelligible SNRs as well as the subject-specific SNRs.450

Secondly, we asses the SNRs of the ASSRs to tone pips with advancing age to evaluate the effect451

of age on non-speech stimuli. To assess whether outliers have an influence on the interpretation452

on our data, we have run all analyses without the data of the participant aged 82 years old. The453

same conclusions could be drawn from these analyses.454

Effect of speech understanding, masker and speech material on neural tracking of the455

speech envelope456

To investigate the association between speech understanding and envelope tracking, the corre-457

lation between the actual and reconstructed envelope was predicted using a LMM consisting of458

four predictors and their interactions (Table 3 and figure 5). First of all, we detected a significant459

main effect of speech understanding (p < 0.001). As shown in figure 5, we obtained a significant460

increase in envelope tracking with increasing speech understanding. Since we found a significant461

interaction between speech understanding and the type of speech material or masker (SU:Speech462

material: p < 0.001; SU:Masker: p = 0.003; table 3); it seems that the steepness of this increase463

in envelope tracking depends on the presented speech material and masker. As we did not find464

a significant three-way interaction, we can infer from the LMM and figure 5 that envelope tracking465

increases less steeply with speech understanding when CT is used as masker compared to SWN466

and when the Story is used as target stimulus instead of the Matrix sentences across all ages467

(Table 3).468

In addition, we also found a significant interaction between the type of masker and speech material469

(p < 0.001; table 3). Holm adjusted post-hoc tests indicate a significantly lower envelope tracking470

for the Story compared to Matrix when CT is used as masker (mean difference between Matrix471

CT vs Story CT = 0.0423, p < 0.001) while the opposite effect is found when SWN is used as472
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masker (mean difference between Matrix SWN vs Story SWN) = -0.011, p = 0.01). Accordingly,473

we detected a significantly higher envelope tracking for the Matrix when CT was used as masker474

compared to SWN (mean difference between Matrix SWN vs Matrix CT) = -0.0252, p < 0.001) and475

a significantly lower envelope tracking for the Story when CT was used compared to SWN (mean476

difference between Story SWN vs Story CT = 0.0281, p < 0.001).477
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Figure 5: Neural tracking of the envelope in function of speech understanding, measured in 47

normal-hearing adults using two speech materials (Matrix and Story) and two masker types (SWN

and CT). Per speech material and masker, three regression lines with confidence intervals (shaded

areas) were fitted, representing the predicted data for an example person aged 28 years (young),

50 (middle-aged) or 71 (older) years old (color-coded). The dashed black lines indicate the signif-

icance level (95 % confidence interval) of our measure for envelope tracking.
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Table 3: Linear Mixed-effect Model: The effect of speech understanding (SU; subject-specific

SNRs), speech material, masker and age on envelope tracking. Regression coefficients (β val-

ues), standard errors, t-Ratios and p-values are reported per fixed-effect term.

Fixed-effect terms β value SE t-Ratio p-value

Intercept(for Matrix/SWN) 0.0286 0.0363 0.788 0.43

SU 0.00169 4.22e-04 4 < 0.001

Speech material 0.0326 0.00818 3.99 < 0.001

Masker 0.0446 0.00852 5.24 < 0.001

Age -0.00104 0.00161 -0.646 0.52

Age2 1.08e-05 1.76e-05 0.617 0.54

Speech material:Masker -0.0533 0.00672 -7.93 < 0.001

SU:Age -4.56e-05 1.91e-05 -2.38 0.02

SU:Age2 6.30e-07 2.12e-07 2.98 0.003

SU:Speech material -4.08e-04 1.15e-04 -3.53 < 0.001

SU:Masker -3.67e-04 1.24e-04 -2.95 0.003

Effect of age478

To investigate the neural changes in speech processing with advancing age, we measured neural479

tracking of the envelope at different understanding levels. First, we will present the results for the480

two highly intelligible, fixed SNR conditions obtained by fitting a third LMM (Table 4). Next, the481

outcomes of the LMM reported in table 3 will be described with focus on the effect of age. Lastly,482

an LFM fitted on the tone pip response data will demonstrate the effect of age on non-speech483

sounds.484

Speech envelope tracking at fixed, highly intelligible SNRs485

The LMM, summarized in table 4, showed that envelope tracking significantly increases with age486

in a quadratic way (p = 0.004). As can be inferred from figure 6, it seems that envelope tracking is487

stable from 17 until± 50 years and then starts to gradually increasewith advancing age. In addition,488
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we detected a significant interaction between speech material and age (p = 0.03), indicating a less489

steeply increase in envelope tracking with age for the Story than the Matrix sentences (Table 4).490

Lastly, we found significantly lower envelope tracking when the Matrix sentences and the Story491

were presented at 0 dB SNR compared to the condition without noise (p < 0.001; table 4).492
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Figure 6: Neural tracking of the envelope in function of age for two fixed SNR conditions (No noise

and 0 dB SNR) and two speech materials (Matrix and Story). Per fixed SNR condition (color-

coded) and speech material, regression lines with confidence intervals (shaded areas) were fitted,

representing envelope tracking in function of age. The dashed black lines indicate the significance

level (95 % confidence interval) of our measure for envelope tracking.

Table 4: Linear Mixed-effect Model: The effect of ”No noise” versus ”0 dB SNR”, speech material

and age on envelope tracking. Regression coefficients (β values), standard errors, t-Ratios and

p-values are reported per fixed-effect term.

Fixed-effect terms β value SE t-Ratio p-value

Intercept(for Matrix/No noise) 0.215 0.0502 4.28 < 0.001

0 dB SNR -0.0405 0.00754 -5.37 < 0.001

Speech material 0.0192 0.0276 0.697 0.49

Age -0.00519 0.00221 -2.35 0.02

Age2 7.26e-05 2.40e-05 3.02 0.004

Speech material:Age -0.00118 5.29e-04 -2.24 0.03

Speech envelope tracking at subject-specific SNRs493
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With regard to the effect of age, we detected a significant interaction between speech understand-494

ing and age indicating that the slope for envelope tracking in function of speech understanding495

becomes quadratically steeper with advancing age (p = 0.003; table 3). The same conclusion496

can be drawn from figure 5 where three example regression lines are depicted reflecting envelope497

tracking in function of speech understanding for three ages, 17, 50 and 71 years. The regression498

lines for the young and middle-aged participant are very similar while the LMM predicts a signifi-499

cantly higher and steeper increase in envelope tracking with speech understanding for an example500

older NH participant of 71 years.501

Cortical responses to non-speech sounds: Tone pips502

In addition to continuous speech, we evaluated the effect of age on the responses to non-speech503

sounds. As depicted in figure 7 and detected by the LFM, we found that the SNR of the tone pip504

responses significantly decreases with age in a linear way, in contrast to speech envelope tracking505

(β = -0.0924, SE = 0.0257, p = 0.001). Adding age as a quadratic fixed-effect term in the LFM506

did not improve the fit. To exclude the possibility that this significant decrease is due to a general507

decrease in neural activity with advancing age, we also analyzed the effect of age on the total508

power of the synchronized neural response and EEG noise together (ASSR) and the power of the509

EEG noise alone. Similarly to evaluating SNR as an outcome measure, we found a significant510

decrease in total power of the ASSR with advancing age (β = -0.00128, SE = 2.84e-04, p < 0.001)511

but no significant effect on the power of the EEG noise (β = -2.20e-06, SE = 5.06e-06, p = 0.67).512
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Figure 7: The SNR of the ASSR to a tone pip, with a repetition frequency of 1.92 Hz, in function

of age. A regression line with confidence intervals (shaded areas) was fitted representing a linear

decrease of the tone pip response with advancing age.

Cognition513

In addition to the neural age-related changes in response to frequencies important for speech514

understanding, it is also known that with advancing age, cognitive functions deteriorate. Moreover,515

studies have demonstrated a strong association between the decline in cognitive functions such516

as working memory and inhibition, and increased difficulties with understanding speech in noise.517

In the next section, we will first describe the relation between age and the results on two cognitive518

tasks. Secondly, we will assess the specific contribution of working memory (i.e., RST scores) and519

inhibition (i.e., Stroop scores) on the SRT and on envelope tracking, beyond the effect of age.520

Cognition in function of age521

As shown in figure 8 and confirmed by the LFM with age as predictor, advancing age resulted in a522

decrease in cognitive abilities. We found a significant, linear decrease in both the RST scores (β =523

-0.216, SE = 0.0669, p = 0.002) and Stroop interference scores with advancing age (β = -0.299, SE524

= 0.0865, p = 0.001). Adding age as a quadratic fixed-effect term to the LFMs did not significantly525
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improve the fit.526
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Figure 8: The results on the Reading span test and the Stroop test in function of age. The interfer-

ence score is calculated as 60 seconds subtracted by the difference score between the incongruent

and congruent task. Regression lines with confidence intervals (shaded areas) show a linear de-

cline in cognitive performance with advancing age for both cognitive tests (color-coded).

How does cognition relate to the effect of age on the SRT and envelope tracking?527

Speech understanding in noise528

To better understand the interplay between cognition, age and speech understanding in noise, we529

used likelihood ratio tests and the AIC to evaluate if adding the Stroop or RST scores to the LMM530

reported in table 2, improved the model’s fit. Adding the Stroop as a main, fixed-effect term to the531

model did not significantly improve the model’s fit (p > 0.05). This means that it is unlikely that532

the Stroop results explain a part of the inter-subject variability of the SRTs (improvement in R2 =533

5.18e-04%). Adding the RST scores as amain, fixed-effect term, however, did improve themodel’s534

fit (p < 0.05). In other words, the score on the RST explains part of the inter-subject variability of535

the SRT, beyond age (improvement in R2 = 0.49 %). The LMM indicated that a higher, poorer536

SRT was obtained for participant with a lower, worse score on the RST (β = -0.0688, SE = 0.0299,537

p = 0.03). As the interaction between age or type of masker and the RST scores did not further538

improve the model, we can assume that the differential effect of age for the two maskers depends539
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on other factors than working memory.540

Envelope tracking541

Lastly, we looked into the relation between envelope tracking and the scores on the cognitive tasks542

by adding the Stroop and RST scores as fixed-effect terms to the best fitted model described in543

table 3. Although adding the Stroop or RST scores as main fixed-effect terms did not improve544

the model’s fit (p > 0.05), likelihood ratio tests and the AIC showed an improvement when adding545

the interaction between the Stroop scores and the type of speech material (“Stroop:Speech ma-546

terial”) or the interaction between the RST scores and the type of masker (“RST:Masker”). More547

specifically, the significant interaction between the Stroop scores and speech material indicated548

that enhanced envelope tracking is associated with lower, worse scores on the Stroop test, but549

only when the Story was the target talker (β = 0.00102, SE = 3.32e-04, p = 0.002). A similar effect550

was found for the RST scores when CT was used as masker, i.e., lower, worse scores on the RST551

were associated with an enhanced envelope tracking (β = 0.00128, SE = 4.35e-04, p = 0.003).552

Discussion553

The results of the present study demonstrate that age affects speech understanding in noise as554

well as neural tracking of the envelope in a quadratic way. More specifically, we found that speech555

understanding worsens with advancing age and that this effect is more detrimental when speech556

is embedded in a competing talker. Furthermore, we found that envelope tracking increases with557

speech understanding but that this depends on the age of the participant as well as the type of558

speech material and masker that was presented. In contrast to this, the cortical responses to the559

tone pips decreased linearly with advancing age.560

Age affects speech understanding in noise in a quadratic way561

Our results are in line with previous studies showing that the SRT worsens with advancing age,562

despite having audiometric thresholds within the normal range (Goossens et al., 2017; Helfer and563

Freyman, 2014; Füllgrabe et al., 2015). Similarly to the review of Moore et al. (2014), our results564
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also demonstrate a supra-linear increase in the SRTwith advancing age. In line with our hypothesis565

and the literature (Desjardins and Doherty, 2013; Festen and Plomp, 1990; Goossens et al., 2017;566

Helfer and Freyman, 2014), we found that the quadratic increase in SRTwith age was substantially567

less steep for SWN, indicating amore detrimental effect of age when speech is presented with a CT.568

In view of this, the substantially smaller difference in SRT between young and older adults for SWN569

could explain why several studies found small, non-significant differences between young versus570

middle-aged or older NH participants for an energetic masker (Helfer and Vargo, 2009; Schoof and571

Rosen, 2014). In addition, the quadratic effect of age also shows the importance of the choice of572

age range. For instance, the difference in SRT will be substantially larger when comparing a group573

of young with older NH adults when the ages of the older group range from 60 to 70 instead of 50574

to 60 years. Taken together, our data shows that age should be used as a continuous variable in575

future studies to gain more detailed insight into the effect of age on speech understanding in noise.576

The more detrimental age effect for CT could be due to age-related temporal deficits or a decline in577

cognition with advancing age (CHABA, 1988; Humes et al., 2012; Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016). We578

assessed the specific contribution of these factors by relating the results on two cognitive tasks with579

speech understanding in noise. We found that the lower scores on the RST, i.e., working memory,580

were significantly associated with worse SRTs while no association was found between the Stroop581

scores and SRT. Since the association between RST and SRT yields for both masker types, our582

results suggest that temporal processing deficits rather than cognitive decline, may underlie the583

more detrimental age effect for CT. This is plausible as previous studies also found evidence for584

the decreased benefit of listening in the gaps with advancing age (Desjardins and Doherty, 2013;585

Festen and Plomp, 1990; Goossens et al., 2017; Helfer and Freyman, 2014). Nevertheless, the586

contribution of cognition cannot entirely be excluded because of for instance the possible lack of587

sensitivity of the cognitive measures used in this study. More specifically, the inhibitory processes588

activated for the Stroop test may be only visual orientated in contrast to the auditory speech-in-589

noise task. This could be a problem as the age-related decline of inhibitory processes is likely to be590

modality dependent (Guerreiro et al., 2010). Another possibility is the strict inclusion criteria used591

in the present study. Our participants are representing the best performers of a NH population592

across the adult lifespan which could lead to non-significant effects.593
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Neural tracking of the speech envelope and modulations of non-speech sounds594

across the adult lifespan595

Envelope tracking increases in a quadratic way with advancing age596

To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating the effect of age on neural tracking of envelope597

of running speech across the adult lifespan, i.e., including young and older but also middle-aged598

NH adults. Our results are in agreement with a part of the literature that demonstrates an increase599

in envelope tracking with advancing age (non-speech sounds: Goossens et al., 2016; Bidelman et600

al., 2014; Sörös et al., 2009; Rufener et al., 2016; Tlumak et al., 2015; running speech: Presacco601

et al., 2016b; Presacco et al., 2016a). It should be pointed out, however, that we found a quadratic602

relation between envelope tracking and age which has, up to our knowledge, not been demon-603

strated before. Moreover, a similar envelope tracking for a young (28 years) and middle-aged (51604

years) NH adult was found whereas envelope tracking of an example older NH person (71 years)605

was substantially enhanced (figure 5). Thus, in line with the studies including middle-aged par-606

ticipants (Goossens et al., 2016; Tlumak et al., 2015), our results suggest that aging results in a607

gradual enhancement in envelope tracking, most apparent at an older age. Our data corroborates608

with the findings of previous research that future studies should include middle-aged participants609

to determine the precise starting point of enhanced envelope tracking with aging.610

Envelope tracking increases more with speech understanding for older than young and611

middle-aged adults612

In line with the results for young adults (Ding and Simon, 2012; Vanthornhout et al., 2018), we613

found an increase in envelope tracking with increasing speech understanding for middle-aged and614

older NH adults. In addition, our results also demonstrated that envelope tracking for older adults615

increases more with increasing speech understanding than younger and middle-aged NH adults.616

In other words, it seems that the effect of age is more apparent when participants are better in617

understanding the target talker than when it is very difficult to understand speech, e.g., at 20% SU.618

As we found enhanced envelope tracking for similar speech understanding levels, higher envelope619
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tracking between individuals seems to not result from better speech understanding but is rather as-620

sociated with the degree of difficulty that persons experience when processing speech. Goossens621

et al. (2018) investigated the relation between speech understanding and cortical encoding of the622

envelope across the lifespan and found that enhanced cortical envelope encoding is related to623

poorer speech understanding for NH adults. Although enhanced envelope tracking is likely to re-624

flect the speech-in-noise difficulties in older adults, it is still unknown which factors contribute to625

this enhancement.626

A first possible explanation includes the temporal deficits that adults develop with advancing age.627

In other words, to compensate for the speech-in-noise difficulties, older NH adults rely more on the628

low modulation frequencies important for speech understanding, i.e., the envelope, resulting in an629

enhanced envelope tracking. To date, there is evidence for this hypothesis for hearing impaired630

persons as studies have shown an increased sensitivity for envelope modulations in persons with631

sensorineural hearing loss (Wallaert et al., 2017; Millman et al., 2017). However, to our knowledge632

no study has found a decreased speech understanding in noise in NH older adults that was asso-633

ciated to increased envelope sensitivity. Secondly, it is also shown that with advancing age, the634

connection between brain regions deteriorates and the activity in regions outside the core speech635

processing network increases (Peelle et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2008; Cabeza,636

2002). Hence, decreased connectivity in older adults would result in activating more brain regions637

to process speech in the same way compared to their younger counterparts.638

Asimilar explanation can be inferred from a cognitive perspective, where enhanced envelope track-639

ing could reflect the inefficient use of cognitive resources (Presacco et al., 2016a) or the increased640

effort that older adults experience (e.g. Degeest et al., 2015; Lemke and Besser, 2016; Anderson641

Gosselin and Gagné, 2011). In the present study, we related envelope tracking with the results642

on two cognitive tasks. In line with the results of Presacco et al. (2016a), we found that enhanced643

envelope tracking was associated with lower scores on the Stroop test, when the Story was pre-644

sented. The fact that we only found this for the Story, might be explained by the higher amount645

of semantic context present in the Story than Matrix (Verschueren et al., submitted). However,646

enhanced envelope tracking was also associated with a lower RST score, when CT was used as647

masker. As the RST assesses working memory, we did not expect this effect to be only present648
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for CT. It could be that certain effects may not be revealed because of the strict inclusion criteria649

used in this study.650

In spite of this possible reason, the less apparent effect of age at lower understanding levels (e.g.,651

20% SU) supports the role of cognition or effort in enhanced envelope tracking. When it is too652

difficult to understand the target talker, participants are not motivated anymore and are likely to653

give up (Wu et al., 2016; Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016). As a result of this, a minimal amount of brain654

regions similar to younger adults will be active to process the stimulus. In contrast, at a higher level655

of speech understanding (e.g., 50 or 60% SU) older adults are more motivated and will spend more656

effort which could result in a higher envelope tracking. Although this is plausible, we have to note657

that it is also possible that the subject-specific SNR reflecting 20% SU, was too low to reconstruct658

the envelope from the EEG.659

A differential effect of age for running speech versus tone pips660

In contrast to the enhanced envelope tracking for running speech, we found a linear decrease in661

cortical ASSRs with advancing age. This is in line with the study of Henry et al. (2017) who found662

weaker entrainment to frequency-modulated stimuli in older versus young NH adults. Conversely,663

studies also showed increases in cortical ASSRs to non-speech sounds (Goossens et al., 2016;664

Tlumak et al., 2015). Altogether, it is not likely that the differential age effect on envelope tracking665

versus ASSRs to tone pips can be fully attributed to the difference between speech versus non-666

speech sounds. Another, more likely, reason could involve the repetition frequency of the presented667

stimulus. The study of Tlumak et al. (2015) supports this explanation as their results suggest668

a turning point around 2.5 Hz from larger ASSRs in young compared to middle-aged and older669

adults to smaller ASSRs for higher modulation frequencies. To confirm this hypothesis, it would be670

interesting to include multiple modulation frequencies when evaluating the effect of age on non-671

speech sounds at a particular modulation frequency.672
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Envelope tracking depends on the type of masker and speech material673

Lastly, with regard to the effect of speech material and masker, our results showed higher enve-674

lope tracking for Story compared to Matrix in SWN and the opposite for CT. We did not expect675

these results as we carefully matched most of the acoustical parameters of the target talkers (sex,676

root mean square level and spectrum). However, other factors such as modulation frequencies,677

attention or other top-down processes could underlie these results.678

First of all, recalling the Matrix sentences out loud could make the participants more engaged in679

the task compared to passively listening to the Story. This is a plausible hypothesis as different680

studies have demonstrated the enhanced effect of attention on envelope tracking (Ding and Simon,681

2012; O’Sullivan et al., 2015; Das et al., 2016). However, this does not explain why we only saw682

this effect for SWN and not for CT. Another reason regards the higher amount of semantic context683

present in the Story and therefore resulting in an enhanced neural envelope tracking (Verschueren684

et al. submitted).685

A possible explanation for only finding enhanced envelope tracking for the Story in SWN, is based686

on the use of subject-specific SNRs. Whereas the SNRs of the Matrix sentences were determined687

based on the outcomes of a behavioral test, the SRTs for the Story were based on ratings and688

then adjusted (see figure 1). Furthermore, when looking in retrospect to the data, we mainly found689

small correlations around the significance level when the Story was presented in CT. This may be690

associated to the large number of low speech understanding scores obtained for this condition.691

Hence, it might be necessary in future studies to adjust the speech understanding levels for the692

Story in CT and to also validate the self-assessed Békesy procedure for older adults.693

Future work694

Using a more ecologically valid measure than ABRs or ASSRs, we demonstrated a quadratic in-695

crease in neural envelope tracking with advancing age which can be associated to the decreased696

speech understanding in noise in older NH adults. Hence, envelope tracking may have the poten-697

tial to complement current behavioral speech-in-noise tests in the clinic. However, more studies698
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are needed to understand the underlying reasons and neural mechanisms behind this enhanced699

envelope tracking. First of all, it would be interesting to also administer cognitive tasks specific for700

the auditory modality. Secondly, including listening effort measures such as ratings, EEG-based701

measures or dual-task paradigms could be valuable to unravel the different reasons (review see702

Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016; McGarrigle et al., 2014). Last, conducting neural source analysis or703

using fMRI could also contribute in the search for the underlying mechanisms.704

Conclusion705

The present study provides new insights into the changes in envelope tracking when we grow706

older. Envelope tracking increases gradually with advancing age, while the tone pip responses707

linearly decrease. In addition, we find an association between speech understanding and envelope708

tracking, with a stronger association for older adults. Taking the cognitive tests results into account,709

enhanced envelope tracking may be the result of a higher activation of different brain regions when710

older adults process speech. Hence, this could reflect the inefficient use of cognitive resources or711

increased listening effort, often observed in behavioral research. The relation between speech712

understanding and envelope tracking across the lifespan supports the use of envelope tracking713

measures in clinical tests, such as an objective test of speech understanding (Vanthornhout et al.,714

2018).715
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